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Abstract
Conditionals of some form are incorporated in various algebraic process calculi. What is considered to be
conditions and how they are evaluated diﬀers from one case to another. This paper gives an overview of
the history of conditionals in algebraic process calculi, including the recent elaborate investigation into the
potentialities of conditionals in the setting of ACP. The history of conditionals in algebraic process calculi is
remarkable. It shows among other things that the potentialities of conditionals in algebraic process calculi
have been underestimated for a long time. The paper ends by mentioning some open problems.
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1 The Early Days
The history of the early days of conditionals in algebraic process calculi shows that
they had ups and downs.
CCS as presented in Milner’s seminal monograph [18] from 1980 possesses two-
armed conditionals. In Milner’s book [20] from 1989, CCS have undergone two
changes that are relevant here: summation is admitted to be inﬁnite and the
two-armed conditionals are replaced by one-armed conditionals. Already in 1983,
see [19], Milner indicates that inﬁnite summation allows for reducing full CCS, a
calculus with value-passing, to basic CCS, a calculus without value-passing. From
that time, theoretical developments that relate to CCS mostly concern basic CCS,
which does not possess conditionals at all.
CSP as presented in Hoare’s seminal paper [15] from 1978 possesses one-armed
conditionals. In Hoare’s book on CSP [16] from 1985, two-armed conditionals are
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mentioned and laws for them are given, but their meaning is only described infor-
mally. In [13], a paper from 1984 in which Brookes, Hoare and Roscoe elaborate
the semantic theory underlying CSP, conditionals are not made mention of. From
that time, theoretical developments that relate to CSP mostly concern the core of
CSP treated in [13], which does not include conditionals.
One-armed conditionals are present in LOTOS [17], a formal speciﬁcation lan-
guage for open distributed systems which became an ISO standard in 1989. The
design of LOTOS, which is largely the work of Brinksma, is based on both CCS
and CSP. What makes conditionals in LOTOS useful in practice is that, like in full
CCS, actions and processes can be parametrized with data.
The development of ACP was started by Bergstra and Klop with a report from
1982. ACP itself is presented for the ﬁrst time in [6], a paper of Bergstra and Klop
published in 1984. From then, ACP has never undergone changes. ACP does not
possess conditionals, but several extensions in which conditionals are incorporated
have been proposed over the years. The ﬁrst extension of ACP with conditionals
was proposed in [5], a paper published in 1991, within the scope of the design of a
formal speciﬁcation language for communicating processes based on ACP in which
actions and processes can be parametrized with data. In that paper, Baeten et al.
extend ACP with the one-armed conditionals from CCS as presented in [20]. The
notation φ :→ p is used instead of the traditional notation if φ then p. μCRL [14],
a formalism designed by Groote and Ponse shortly after, includes a process algebra
which is to ACP what full CCS is to basic CCS and which possesses two-armed
conditionals. The notation p φ q, originating from [16], is used instead of the
traditional notation if φ then p else q.
In all mentioned process algebraic formalisms with conditionals from the early
days, the conditionals concern the conditional inclusion of unconditional transitions.
2 Later On
In all mentioned process algebraic formalisms with conditionals of the time after
the early days, the conditionals give rise to the inclusion of conditional transitions
in the behaviour being described.
An extension of ACP with conditionals in which the set of conditions is the
domain of a free Boolean algebra over a given set of generators was ﬁrst proposed
in [2], a paper by Baeten and Bergstra published in 1992. In all preceding algebraic
process calculi with conditionals, the set of conditions is simply the domain of the
two-valued Boolean algebra B. The possibility of condition evaluation is made
available in [2] by a variant of the state operator from [1]. In [12], a paper from
1994 in which Bergstra, Ponse and van Wamel add a mechanism for backtracking to
BPA (ACP without operators for parallelism), an early application of conditionals
with conditions as in [2] is given.
An extension of ACP with conditionals in which the set of conditions consists
of the equivalence classes with respect to logical equivalence of the set of all propo-
sitions with propositional variables from a given set was ﬁrst proposed in [4], a
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paper by Baeten and Bergstra published in 1997. The possibility of a special kind
of condition evaluation is made available in [4] by an operator that is meant for
associating sets of equivalence classes of propositions with processes, called the sig-
nals emitted by the processes. In [8], a paper from 2005 in which Bergstra and
Middelburg propose a process algebra for hybrid systems, a recent application of
conditionals with conditions as in [4] is given.
The conditions of [2] are essentially the same as the conditions of [4]: the free
Boolean algebra over a given set of generators is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra
of equivalence classes with respect to logical equivalence of the set of all propositions
with elements of the set of generators as propositional variables.
In [3], a paper from 1996 in which Baeten and Bergstra add among other things
discrete parametric timing to ACP, conditionals with parametric conditions are
discussed. Conditions and their evaluation are treated in a diﬀerent way than
in [2,4]. The parametric conditions are perceived as functions from the set of natural
numbers to the domain of the two-valued Boolean algebra B. The possibility of
condition evaluation at initialization time is made available by an operator that is
meant for initializing parametric processes at a given time.
It seems that all developments in the area of conditionals in algebraic process
calculi of the time after the early days are related to ACP. This is certainly the case
for the recent developments.
3 Recently
In [10], a report from 2005, Bergstra and Middelburg start an elaborate investiga-
tion into the potentialities of conditional expressions in the setting of ACP, with
the primary intention to ﬁnd basic ways to increase expressiveness. Several exten-
sions of ACP with conditional expressions are presented in [10], including ACPc,
an extension of ACP with conditional expressions in which the conditions are taken
from a free Boolean algebra over a given set of generators (like in [2]), ACPcs, an ex-
tension ACPc with a signal emission operator on processes (like in [4]), and ACPcr,
an extension of ACPc with a retrospection operator on conditions. Retrospection
allows for looking back on conditions under which preceding actions have been per-
formed. ACPc and ACPcr are further extended with a variant of the state operator
(like in [2]) and two new operators devised for condition evaluation. Moreover, an
application of ACPcr is outlined in which it allows for using conditions which express
that a certain number of steps ago a certain action must have been performed.
An extended abstract of some parts of [10] can be found in [11]. In that paper,
the retrospection operator is not covered; and only models for ﬁnitely branching
processes are considered. In [9], another report of Bergstra and Middelburg from
2005, a constant for the process that is only capable of terminating successfully,
often referred to as the empty process, is added to all extensions of ACP presented
in [10].
In [7], a paper to be presented at the Bertinoro workshop on Algebraic Process
Calculi in 2005, Bergstra and Middelburg proceed with the investigation started
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in [10]. A variant of ACPc is presented in which the conditions concern the en-
abledness of actions in the context in which a process is placed. Such conditions
are called coordination conditions because they are primarily intended for coordi-
nation of processes that proceed in parallel. With such conditions, it becomes easy
to model preferential choices (also known as priority choices).
4 Open Problems
Some open problems that arise from the recent research on conditionals in algebraic
process calculi are: (i) how can retrospection be combined with signal emission,
(ii) how can retrospection be added to coordination conditions, and (iii) how can
retrospection be combined with abstraction from internal actions?
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